26th Jan 43

- Ecn
  - Agreed policy
  - Pub

At Pub I - Ecn run; by 4th Pub;

There is a role on the accommodation by Dec 43!

Full offer man in view of your employment;

- the appointment!

Show me the difficulties - solution lies - lack of communication

Write an article of social service:

we argued policy - could lead to concentration (classified war)

- problems
  - constraints, chain reaction
  - promotion, conditions
  - communication, exchange; lines of
    policy + living conditions

- new system of communication
  + change of refs

Self-help, self-reliance

been a phase of problems of 

problems again. - can

- changed system

- Etc + been in parallel, changes
commitment of monetary policy = 74% compared to some
but how to change it,
not only a problem of
budget policy but
also macro-economic policy

unilateral
we need a [homework] not a tax burden policy
the whole of macro-policy has to be conceived
cyclic and structural

rules of cooperation + capitalism + cohesion +
be changed and revised it will be very new
how else by

Reputation of savings on the C:
product of savings
importance of shock exchange

ECU →

parallel currency

steps:
1. common currency on Ecu
2. write to central banks on Ecu
premia based on existing currencies
the role money (access...)
3. make Ecu legal tender a means
with which to shelter can fulfill its old function
- waht is the possible abolition of ECA
- what can we do
- what can we do about
- what can we do about 3 broad conclusions
- public
- supreme courtship of ECA
- agreed, but not yet occurred, federal & federal unions
1. Principle: Common enforcement of EU

a) Common responsibility to:
   - management
   - enforcement
   - definition and execution of common policy
   - coherence of EC policy, implementation of budget

b) Application of principle of subsidiarity in macro and macroeconomic, with need for coherence of national policies

2. Task: To define a growth and employment strategy in the EC and

a) define main policy in short and medium term

b) a multi-annual framework for common and national budgetary policy

3. Manage common public

4. Define tax policy
3. The instruments

a) 

b) Direct/pre-list instruments:  

i) Variation in country expressions,  

ii) 

iii) Relative adaptation of instruments of common policy

iv) in international field, mandate for Common Council  

v) single body

4. Other proceedings

b) no institutional change required = Common Council

c) parallel the non-permanent policy-making bodies e.g. the board of directors, respecting of ESCA, but limited meeting   

d) 

e) frequent involvement of EP and national parliaments in  

f) consultation process  

g) appropriate and regular relations between (CEPC + ESCA)

h) Common Council takes utmost respect to  

European Council + EP